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Let’s Talk: Engaging in Social Action 
Conversation in the Art Room



Where are we headed….

● An overview of navigating tensions we may encounter when talking 
about challenging topics in the classroom

● Why our professional identity is an important consideration when 
engaging in dialogue on topic focused on ED & I

● Questions we reflected upon as educators for this presentation

● Examples and stories shared by K-12 educators



“The Who Should I be? vs. The Who am I?”
Pfeiler-Wunder, A. (2017)



What is Professional Identity?



Inner and outer worlds-an inner world where we aspire to our own identities, and 
an outer world where the social reality of our identities can be assumed by others 
or even imposed by others (Miller and Garran as cited in Lewis & Hatch, 2008).

“ …is complex and best viewed as eco-contextuality to include social identities such 
as race, ethnicity, religion, economic status, social class, gender, nationality, chosen 
interests, sexual identity, politics, and personal history (Miller & Garran, 2008).



Building Layers of Understanding Towards Critical Social Justice

▪ Personal
▪ Interpersonal
▪ Social Justice/Action

From Francis Kendall



Questions:

• How do educators navigate building relationships with learners when 
discussing conversations on topics of equity, diversity, inclusion and 
accessibility?

• How do we traverse these difficult topics to prepare learners for engaging in 
critical dialogue?

• Is it truly possible to develop an open and brave space for a student’s voice, 
agency, and action?

• How do we foster listening to understand and the capacity to empathize 
with differing perspectives?



Voice: Communicating + Creating                Listening + Reflecting 

What is empowered voice pedagogy…

Wunder & Rao, 2018

Empathic Understanding 



Stories & Examples from a High School Classroom…



Vulnerability & Voice
Mary Kate Bergh 
High School Art & Signature | Anne Arundel County MD 



But what does this statement actually mean?



“To engage in dialogue is one of the 
simplest ways we can begin as 
teachers, scholars, and critical 
thinkers to cross boundaries, the 
barriers that may or may not be 
erected by race, gender, class, 
professional standing, and a host of 
other disciplines” (hooks, 130).



Creating Dialogue with Myself



Leaning into the uncomfortable.



How can I promote & enable all students to 
embrace vulnerability? 



Build Community

1. Creation of Classroom Norms 
2. Community Circles 
3. Frequent Get to Know You 

Activities & Games that build 
connection 



Build 
Involvement
How can I best emphasize (to students) that 

voice isn’t just about being vocal in class?

Using strategies that promote equity - 4 corners, 

Philosophical Chairs (AVID), Quick Writes, Silent 

Chalk Talk, Equity Sticks, Think-Pair-Share, 

Journals Collaborative learning groups, Parking Lot 

etc… 



Reflection = Professional & Student Growth 



Curriculum Choices : Where students are stakeholders in their 
learning & their community



“Students are more likely to be receptive of new ideas 
when they feel safe to explore question and express 

those ideas” (Riddett-Moore,9)



Stories & Examples from a Middle School Classroom…



Socially Just Artmaking:
Passionate Teaching for Compassionate Action

Jaime Linn Brown, Ed.D.  
Art Educator

Centerville Middle School
Lancaster, PA



“Creativity is the power to reject the past, to 
change the status quo, and to seek new 

potential. Simply put, aside from using one’s 
imagination – perhaps more importantly –

creativity is the power to act.”
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~ Ai Weiwei



1. Problem in Practice
Classroom event vs. School-wide trend
✘ students’ perception of and 

reaction to others outside of 
their accepted social groups. 



2. Change it UP 
Activist Artist Club

✘ 7 middle school 
students

✘ Majority/Minority 
group

✘ 5 IEP/504, 3 
students of color, 2 
LGBTQ+ identity

(Dewhurst, 2014)



Defining 
Injustice

• Unpacking the meaning of injustice and oppression.
• Examined context: school, local, global.

Personal 
Connections

• Where do artists ideas come from?
• How do artists evoke change?

Synthesis: 
Activist 
Artwork 

• Students created a work of activist art that addressed a 
social justice topic connected to their lived experience

• Inspired by process of counterstory telling employed in 
CRT.

(Dewhurst, 2014; Gude, 2007; Lee, 2013; Theuri, 2015; Tremblay, 2013)



Defining 
Injustice

● Disrupting, dismantling the oppressive structures in 
society so that the voices of all individuals can be heard.  



Personal Connections
30
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Engaging in critical reflection of the work of 
other artists helps students to envision 
what they could achieve in their own work 
(Hetland, 2013).

Ai WeiweiCarrie Mae WeemsKrystof Wodiczko

The Guerrilla Girls

https://smarthistory.org/ai-weiwei-remembering-and-the-politics-of-dissent/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krzysztof_Wodiczko
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://eduforthemasses.blogspot.com/2009/10/electure-feminism-in-arts.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/
https://editions.lib.umn.edu/panorama/article/riff-african-american-artists/the-wandering-gaze/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Creating Activist Artwork







“My sister, family 
members, and friends 
identify as LGBTQ+ 
community. 
My interest came from the 
internet because back in 
2013, a transgender 
woman was stabbed by a 
person in a car and then 
they drove off. That person 
eventually died. This piece 
is important because every 
day people of different 
gender and race are being 
discriminated against and 
that's not okay. My project 
is showing the many 
different genders of the 
LGBTQ+ community and 
what I want to see change. 
The birds represents the 
violence that is happening 
in this community.”



(Kibbey, 2011)





Viewers were 
invited to 
interact with 
the images 
and text of 
the work. 
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“I made this project so that girls would 
look at themselves in a different way. 
So they could look at themselves as 
beautiful. I look at some magazines 
and I think that they are a bad 
representation of what a girl has to 
look like. I felt strongly about this and I 
really wanted to speak out about 
something that I believe in. Girls are 
being affected by social media and the 
image of a perfect person. I have seen 
friends being affected by this, I want to 
stop them from having these terrible 
thoughts.”
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3. Concluding Thoughts
When students’ knowledge is 
valued and permitted, it creates 
the possibility to imagine new 
beginnings. 



“One conversation, a simple moment
The things that change us if we 

notice
When we look up, sometimes.”

Alicia Keys, Underdog, 2020



Stories & Examples from an Elementary School Classroom…



Elementary Art Perspective ---

● Hope and ED&I
● Cultural Appropriation and ED&I
● Remote / At-home / Emergency 

Learning and ED&I

Click here for a video explaining the process of creating this mural

https://www.wevideo.com/view/1635285194?fbclid=IwAR38IJ1e5yaynqvvRRpw5nFlgWfrr4ufB_WW3rwsNTy0wCB2TQBQPjGnr1k


Hope and ED&I http://www.karegivers.ca/2015/02/hope-wheel.html

Creative Commons ---
https://www.flickr.com/photos/10422334@N08/5451129829/

http://www.karegivers.ca/2015/02/hope-wheel.html




Cultural Appropriation and ED&I

https://opentextbc.ca/indigenizationcurriculumdevelopers/chapter/appropriate-use-of-indigenous-content/

https://opentextbc.ca/indigenizationcurriculumdevelopers/chapter/appropriate-use-of-indigenous-content/




Remote / At-home / Emergency Learning and ED&I
https://inservice.ascd.org/5-essential-trauma-informed-priorities-for-remote-learning/

Public Domain.  https://www.pxfuel.com/en/free-photo-oqlkg

https://inservice.ascd.org/5-essential-trauma-informed-priorities-for-remote-learning/


Are our art classrooms inclusive?

Do our students see themselves in the artists we show them?

Are our lessons real, relevant and relatable for our students?

Are students compliant or highly engaged in creating meaningful works of art?

How might our unconscious bias’ play into our choices in curriculum



“See others like 
me in the 
curriculum.”

“Want to be 
challenged 
with bigger 
thinking.” 

All Means ALL



Dimensions of Diversity: Sharing my Journey



The Balanced Art Ed program offers students:

“The true PURPOSE of arts 
education is not necessarily to 

create more professional artists. 
[It’s] to create more complete 

human beings who are
CRITICAL THINKERS,

who have CURIOUS MINDS, 
who can lead productive lives.”K. Pollock

??? CREATING
& SKILL 
BUILDING



Our Challenge:

“By instructing students how to learn, unlearn and relearn a powerful 
new dimension can be added to education.

The new education must teach the individual how to classify and 
reclassify information, how to evaluate its veracity, how to 
change categories when necessary, how to look at problems 
from a new direction - how to teach himself. 

Tomorrow’s illiterate will not be the man who can’t read; he will be the man who 
has not learned how to learn.”                   (Toffler, 1970, p.414 Gerjuoy, H.)



Updating our Units



Artists

Diverse
Historical &
Contemporary



Professional Learning

● Cultivating Learning Spaces for All Students
● Using Contemporary Artists, Themes, & 

Scaffolding
● I Speak Art - Supporting English Language 

Learners in the Art Room



Cultivating Learning Spaces for All Students

Oct. 3, 2019
Yvonne Meyer

Know: your purpose, bias, schema, 
effective and inclusive teaching ideas

Understand: We have each 
constructed a belief system that 
consciously and unconsciously governs 
how we teach.  

Be able to:  reflect critically, and 
with compassion, on how our 
worldviews shape who/how we are as 
educators.



Goals

Robert Dilts

Create authentic body of work that:
● Expresses students  values and 

perspectives
● Promotes constructive dialogues
● Includes everyone



The Teacher as Warm Demander Educational Leadership
March 2019 | Volume 76 | Number 6
The Power of Instructional Leadership Pages 64-69

“Although engagement is 
affected by students’ 
economic and social 
conditions, teachers can 
organize the classroom in 
ways that dramatically 
increases student 
engagement.”



Schema as Self-Prejudice 

Padesky, C. (1991). Schema as self-prejudice. 
International Cognitive Therapy Newsletter, 6, 6-7.

1. automatic thoughts
2. conditional assumptions
3. core beliefs (schemas)

From where does schema come?

https://qaspire.com/2018/01/22/being-conscious-about-our-unconscious-biases/

https://qaspire.com/2018/01/22/being-conscious-about-our-unconscious-biases/


White Fragility: 
Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk about Racism

“We make sense of perceptions and 
experiences through our particular 
cultural lens.  This lens is neither 
universal nor objective.”

Robin Diangelo



Diverse Contemporary Artists: 

By being intentional 
in choosing up to 3 
artists from diverse 
backgrounds we 
support students 
seeing themselves as 
creative thinkers!

Kerry 
James 

Marshall

Trenton 
Doyle 

Hancock

Josiah 
McElheny



Student Example Day 1-4 Student Example Summary of Big Themes

Supporting students using 
Visible Thinking Routines. 

Teachers model and slow release 
students to do their own thinking.



Curate learning for students & carefully choose the 
materials they engage with. Provide a different lens, 

framework, or filter. Provide something they can relate 
to and how someone (an artist) worked through it. It 
validates their experience too. It provides agency via 

the connection. 
-Flossie SG Chua (HPZ - Day 1)

How Often Do We See Ourselves Reflected?



How Often Do We See Ourselves Reflected?

Curate learning for students & carefully choose the 
materials they engage with. Provide a different lens, 

framework, or filter. Provide something they can relate 
to and how someone (an artist) worked through it. It 
validates their experience too. It provides agency via 

the connection. 
-Flossie SG Chua (HPZ - Day 1)



▪ Not only do we know what we know, we 
don’t know what we teach. All societies 
pass on complex patterns; conventions of 
human relations; language roughly 
comparable in their basic complexity, 
whether or not they have ever been 
written down.

Mary Catherine Bateson



Questions?!



Questions:

• How do educators navigate building relationships with learners when 
discussing conversations on topics of equity, diversity, inclusion and 
accessibility?

• How do we traverse these difficult topics to prepare learners for engaging in 
critical dialogue?

• Is it truly possible to develop an open and brave space for a student’s voice, 
agency, and action?

• How do we foster listening to understand and the capacity to empathize 
with differing perspectives?
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